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Altar Tables

Round Tree of Life altar
6”x6” Pentagram altar table
Round Tree of Life Altar
This wooden altar table
table is easily portable. Coloffers an elegant design for
ors vary. Coral under coat
a mobile altar or as part of
with verdigris green over
a larger, stationary altar
wash makes this a unique
space, and has an intricate,
magical work space. 6”W x
interwoven pentagram at its
4 3/8H.
center.

$20.95

RA648S

$28.95

RAT1S

Greenman altar table 8”
Spirit Board altar table w/ drawer 12”sq
Triple Moon altar table 14” x 11” x 8”
This Green Man wooden
This altar table not only
This exquisite altar table
table has been stained with
has a drawer built into it
is a must have, beautifully
a green dye to tint and bring
but also includes a spirit
displaying the Triple Moon
out the grains of the wood.
board “Ouija” to aid you in
symbol of the goddess to
5 1/2” tall by 8”
finding answers among the
make the perfect foundation
spirits beyond. Planchette
for your ritual space.
not included. Measures 12”

$30.95

RAT632S

Antiqued Triple Moon altar 6”
This small antiqued altar
table features the symbol of
the Triple Moon in representation of the Maiden,
Mother, and Crone, and can
readily fit in many travel
bags. 6 x 6 x 4”

$28.95

$117.95

RAT633

Altar Tiles

FANKS

$2.95

RA46B

RAT646B

Ankh 3 1/2” x 6 1/2” brass
Made of solid brass, this
ankh is an ancient Egyptian
symbol of eternal life, and
has come to be a symbol
for wholeness, vitality, and
health.

$8.95

RAT646S

Ankh brass 2 3/8” x4 “
Pentagram altar coin 1 1/4”
A celebrated mystical symA lovely talisman that can
bol, the ankh is the ancient
be placed on your altar
symbol of eternal life. In
or within your mojo bag,
modern times, the ankh has
the Pentagram Altar Coin
become a symbol of wholeis a small plate depicting
ness, vitality, and health to
an interwoven pentagram
many.
sculpted of silver-plated

$5.95

$115.95

FANKL

Triquetra open cut altar tile 3”
Created out of silver-plated
brass, this open-cut Triquetra altar tile is an elegant
piece, certain to endure as
you use its mystical imagery upon your altar.

$9.95

RA46CS

Pentagram altar tile 4”
Triquetra altar tile 4”
Wooden Pentagram altar tile 6”
This wonderfully carved
This wonderfully carved
Solid wooden altar tile funcand stained wooden altar
and stained wooden altar
tions as a coaster for your
tile will fit in even the smalltile will fit in even the smallincense burners and other
est of altar spaces and act as
est of altar spaces and act as
hot objects while at the
a focus for your workings.
a focus for your workings.
same time being an addition
4”
4”
to any altar.

$5.95

RA487

$5.95

RA488

$15.95

RA603

Woodland Pentagram tile 3”
3” Pentagram altar tile
Pentagram Paten 3”
Made of silver-plated brass,
This altar tile is an elegant
A carved, interwoven penthis 3” diameter altar tile
addition to any altar or
tagram, is 3” diameter and
displays a woodland scene
sacred space. Made of silver
3/8” thick, it can function
of a five pointed pentagram
plated brass, it beautifully
as a coaster for your incense
seemingly carved of wood
displays a Pentagram. 3”
burners and cups or by
and surrounded by floral
sizes may vary slightly.
itself.
patterns.

$9.95

RAAP2

$8.95

RAP1

Triple Moon altar tile 3 1/2”
3 1/4” resin Ankh mini
This altar tile is an elegant
Simple yet powerful resin
addition to any altar or
Ankh symbol. Egyptian
sacred space. Made of silver
symbol referring to eternal
plated brass, it beautifully
life among gods, pharaohs,
displays the sacred triple
or deities. Colors chosen
moon symbol.
at random. 2 1/4” x 3 1/4”
at widest points, sizes may

$9.95

RAP4

$3.95

RARANK3

$9.95

RAP3

3 3/4” resin Goddess altar tile
3 3/4” resin Goddess altar
tile (assorted colors), sold
separately, our choice.

$5.95

RARGOD
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2 1/2” resin Pocket Goddess
This pocket goddess is a
simple and powerful piece
that can be carried around
to invoke goddess energy.
Representing the feminine
force and form. Colors chosen at random.

$3.95

RARGOD2

Soapstone Pentagram tile 3”
Representative of the four
elements ruled by the
divine, this pentagram
altar tile has been lovingly
carved of soapstone.

$3.50

RAT49

Soapstone Triple Moon tile 3”
Soapstone Triquetra altar tile 3”
Carved soapstone, this altar
A lovely altar tile, carved of
tile depicts the triple moon
soapstone, this triquetra is a
symbol which for many
wonderful symbol of mind,
reflects the three forms of
body and spirit and the
the goddess. Stone colors
Triple Goddess.
range from cream to tan, to
burgundy, almost lavender,

$3.50

RAT47

$3.50

RAT48

Brass Cut-Out Pentagram 3”
Brass Cut-Out Pentagram 4”
The timeless symbol of the
Representing the four elepentagram has been created
ments united by spirit, or
here, cut from brass so as to
the divine, this brass pentabe a fine addition to your
gram is a powerful piece for
altar or sacred space.
your altar, or for hanging
upon your altar.

$9.95

RPCRB2

$13.95

RPCRB3

Pentagram altar tile 2 3/4”
Pentagram altar tile 4”
Cut-Out Pentagram altar tile 5 3/4”
Crafted of white metal to be
Bring the mysticism and
Ideal for use as a trivet for
a silvery presence of light
magic of the pentacle into
hot items on your altar or as
and mysticism upon your
your sacred space with this
a symbol of mysticism and
alter, this altar tile depicts
4”, silver-plated altar tile
magic, this large silver-tone
an interwoven pentagram
and use it to aid within your
cut-out pentagram altar tile
as a potent symbol of the
rituals, ceremonies, and
is perfect for any altar.
elements united and ruled
magic.

$4.95

RPEN3

Altar Cloths

$13.95

RPEN4

$22.95

RPEN6

Green Man cloth 3’ x 3’
Goddess cloth 3’ x 3’
Worn as a scarf or used to
Discover the Nile Moon
decorate your altar, this
Goddess portrayed on this
cloth depicts the Greenman;
lovely cloth, which can be
the guardian of nature, faused as a scarf or altar cloth.
ther of renewal, and a figure
It is 3’ by 3’ square.
of fertility and rebirth. 36”
x 36”

$45.95

RAAC1

$45.95

RAAC2

Celtic Moon cloth 3’ x 3’
Rune Mother cloth 3’ x 3’
Moon Cat cloth 3’ x 3’
Perfect as a scarf or as an
Surrounded by magical
Cats of various colors perch
altar cloth, this cloth depicts
Norse runes for healing and
on crescent moons, with
a pentacle and a crescent
good luck, the Mother of all
sparkling stars in between.
moon. 36” x 36”
runes is portrayed as a godInvoke your cat-like nature!
dess figure on this beautiful
altar cloth. It is 3’ square.

$45.95

RAAC3

$45.95

RAAC4

$45.95

RAAC5

Goddess Labrinth cloth 3’ x 3’
Rune Awakening cloth 3’ x 3’
36” x 36” Chakra Lotus altar cloth
A full cycle of the moon surThis Altar Cloth is comMulti colors and black
rounds the oldest labyrinth
posed of runes, which are
symbols of chakras, om, and
known to humans, found on
them selves component
lotus, make this altar cloth
many continents all over the
pieces of the Flower of Life,
a helpful centering piece.
world. A wonderful way
whose pattern is a universal
Some set on floor or cushion
to bring Moon energy into
tool serving to promote genas a base for meditation, Or
your space.
tle and sincere awakening
on top of the bed for bless-

$45.95

RAAC6

36” x 36” Om Lotus altar cloth
Om Lotus altar cloth, has
a black based back drop,
adorned with a centered
Om Lotus, the lotus pedals
are yellow and black based
with brown and butterscotch toning that accentu-

$13.95

RAC009

$45.95

RAAC7

$13.95

RAC008

36” x 36” Shield Knot altar cloth
36” x 36” Dreamcatcher altar cloth
Tie dyed in greens and
Dream catcher and Native
blacks, this powerful shield
American symbols are disin Celtic knots can be used
played across this earth and
for altar or your favorite
sky toned tie dye. Use as
space. 100% cotton. 36”x36”
an altar cloth or to cover a
table or any accent for your
favorite space. 100% cotton.

$13.95

RAC010

$13.95

RAC011
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36” x 36” Fatima Hand altar cloth
36” x 36” Pentagram altar cloth
36” x 36” Tree of Life altar cloth
The hand of Fatima or
This tapestry has a centered
This vibrant tie dyed altar
Hamsa is an ancient symbol
pentagram, and Celtic
cloth can be used for your
to protect from the evil eye
designing, can be used for
spiritual space or even as
and negative influences and
your spiritual space as a
a display, cover, or accent.
open the way for blesseddisplay, cover, or accent.
100% cotton. 36”x36”
ness. This vibrant tie dyed
It’s base color is black with
altar cloth can be used for
purple and turquoise tones

$12.95

RAC012

$13.95

RAC013

$13.95

RAC015

Triquetra altar or tarot cloth 24”x24”
Purple Triquetra altar cloth 36”x36”
Triquetra altar cloth 18” x 18”
Made of heavy black cloth,
This purple cloth is decoThis royal purple altar cloth
this 24” x 24” altar cloth
rated with a Triquetra at its
depicts the Celtic Triquetra,
displays a silver Triquetra
center, bordered by Celtic
a symbol often representing
at its center, bordered by
knotwork. Use it to decorate
mind, body and spirit as
golden Celtic Knots. Perfect
your altar or wrap your
well as the Triple Goddess.
for decorating your altar or
tarot deck. It measures 36”
It measures 18” square.
wall.
square.

$11.95

RAC24

$9.95

RAC36

$4.95

RAC86

Greenman altar/tarot cloth 36” x 36”
Celtic altar or tarot cloth 18” x 18”
Ouija-Board altar cloth 24”x30”
The verdant Greenman
With an ornate black Celtic
Ouija-Board Altar cloth,
is portrayed on this altar
border jumping off of its
designed to aid your pencloth, with swirling Celtic
purple background, and
dulum work, divination,
knot work and oak leaves
accenting an inner circle
and dowsing. This cloth
at his borders, to help bring
arrangement of further knot
measures 24” x 30”.
the power of nature and
work, this cloth has been
renewal to your altar.
created to accent your altar.

$14.95

RAC87

Tree of Life Ouija-Board altar cloth 24”x30”
Ouija-Board Altar cloth,
designed to aid your pendulum work, divination,
and dowsing. This cloth
measures 24” x 30”.

$18.95

RAC89TL

$4.95

RAC88

Triple Moon altar cloth 18” x 18”
Bordered in Celtic knots
this violet tie-dyed altar
cloth features the design of
the Triple Moon Goddess,
representing the Maiden,
Mother, and Crone.

$4.95

RAC90

$18.95

RAC89

Pentagram Goddess altar cloth 18” x 18”
Focused upon an image of
a fertility goddess backed
by an intricate pentagram,
this altar cloth is a beautiful
piece for any sacred space.
100% rayon.

$4.95

RAC91

Moon Phase altar cloth 18” x 18”
Pentagram altar cloth 18” x 18”
Pentagram altar cloth 36”x36”
Surrounded in intricate
Perfect for medium sized
This altar cloth proudly disCeltic knot designs and
tables and altars, or for
plays a pentacle, bordered
ancient goddess symbols,
wrapping your tarot deck
in a ring of Celtic knots,
the center of this deep green
this altar cloth displays a
displayed in black against a
altar cloth portrays an intriblack pentagram within a
purple background. Fabric
cate spiral maze encircled in
Celtic border that jumps off
is 100% rayon, measures 36”
the phases of the moon.
the purple background. 18”
x 36”

$4.95

RAC92

$5.95

RAP24

$9.95

RAP36

Three Pentagram altar cloth 21” x 72”
Gold Bordered Pentagram 36” x 36”
Triquetra altar cloth 36” x 36”
Created in black and gold,
The perfect addition to your
The Triquetra most often
this large altar cloth is a
altar or sacred space, this
represents the Maiden,
celebration of spirituality,
altar cloth features a silver
Mother and Crone of the
portraying a pattern of three
pentagram, surrounded
Goddess, but can also represilver pentagrams framed in
by an elaborate pattern
sent Mind, Body, and Spirit
a swirling pattern of Celtic
of Celtic knots. 36” x 36”.
as well as Father, Son, and
knots. It measures 21” x
100% rayon.
Holy Spirit.

$14.95

RAP79WP

$16.95

RASC84A

$16.95

RASC84B

Tree of Life altar cloth 18” x 18”
Goddess altar cloth 18” x 18”
Green Man altar cloth 18” x 18”
A beautiful Tree of Life altar
A wonderful altar cloth
An excellent altar cloth for
cloth, featuring a large cenwith a large central goddess
dividing an altar into the
tral Tree of Life with root &
figure on a crescent moon,
four quarters with the face
branch joined in a complex
bordered by more moons
of the Green Man facing
Celtic knot symbolizing the
and stars with goddess
each corner and ivy windeternal cycle of life & Death,
figures at the corners. 18” x
ing to complete the quarter18” x 18” 100% rayon.
18” 100% rayon.
ing. 18” x 18”

$4.95

RASC93

$4.95

RASC94

$4.95

RASC95
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Black Triple Moon cloth
Purple rayon Triple Moon cloth
Red Triple Moon cloth
Triple moon altar cloth a
Triple moon altar cloth has
Triple moon altar cloth
gold detailed design on
gold detailed design on
has both gold and silver
color background. These
color background. These
detailed design on color
are excellent for altar, hung
are excellent for altar, hung
background. These are
ornamentally or as a small
ornamentally or as a small
excellent for altar, hung
scarf accent. The energy of
scarf accent. The energy of
ornamentally or as a small
the triple phases of moon
the triple moon phases are
scarf accent. The energy of

$6.95

RASC96BLK

$6.95

RASC96PUR

$6.95

RASC96RED

Triple Moon Pentagram altar/tarot
Perfect for a medium sized
altar or table and wonderful for wrapping your
Tarot deck, this altar cloth
displays a silver triple moon
symbol of the Goddess, and
pentagram, within a golden

$11.95

RAT24
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